S q o is stationary in oc. Later S. Shelah extended this to the following theorem: if a supercompact cardinal K is Levy-collapsed to w)2, then in the resulting model the following holds: if S c A is a stationary set of co-limits and cf(A) ? w)2 then there is an
Li < A such that S q Li is stationary in o, i.e. stationary reflection holds for countable cofinality (see [1] and [3] ). These theorems are important prototypes of small cardinal compactness theorems; many applications and generalizations can be found in the literature. One might think that these results are true for sets with an uncountable cofinality y as well, i.e. when an appropriate large cardinal is collapsed to y+ '. Though this is true for Baumgartner's theorem, there remains a problem with Shelah's result. The point is that the lemma stating that a stationary set of Wlimits remains stationary after forcing with an wo1-closed partial order may be false in the case of s-limits in a cardinal of the form ' + with cf(A) < A, as was shown in [8] by Shelah. The problem has recently been solved by Baumgartner, who observed that if a universal box-sequence on the class of those ordinals with cofinality < ? exists, the lemma still holds, and a universal box-sequence of the above type can be added without destroying supercompact cardinals beyond y. Here we give an alternative proof using a weaker box-type sequence on the critical cardinals; it still suffices for the lemma, and is much more easily introduced by forcing. It is worth mentioning that there is an implicit proof in [6] for the following statement: If 01 < U2 are strongly compact, and first u1 is collapsed to wt1 and then U2 is collapsed to w-)3, then stationary reflection holds for wl-limits.
Our set theory notation is standard. Notice that P(X) denotes the power set of X,
[X]T = {a c X: lal = p}, and [X]<' = {a c X: lal < u}. In ?1 we introduce our version of box-sequence and in ?2 we prove the consistency of stationary reflection for uncountable cofinality. In ?3 we add these box-sequences to the ground model by forcing, and in ?4 we show that supercompact cardinals survive this forcing. 
1) p(4) c P(4) and IP(4)I < . (3.2) If H E p(4), then H is closed and unbounded in 4 (cf(4) = co is again allowed). (3.3) If H E p(4) and cf(4) < A, then tp(H) < P. (3.4) If cf(4) = y then p(4) =A 0. (3.5) If H E p(4) and y is a limit point of H, then H r-y E p(y).
For p, q E Qt define p < q if and only if q is an initial segment of p. o} is dense, a generic set gives A(M, -r) .
In the next part we define a partial order which adds A(M, z) for all z we need it. DEFINITION i.e., p is a lower bound for {pi: 4 < y} and so is i(p)(2) for i(p,)(x) (4 < y).
